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Introduction:  Polar “cold spots” – regions of un-

usually low brightness temperature – affect the Mar-
tian climate by reducing the outgoing heat flux, which 
is balanced by the latent heat of CO2 sublimation.  
Since the Viking era, their cause has remained uncer-
tain.  Using radiometric observations from the Mars 
Climate Sounder (MCS) during southern winter, we 
previously reported that transient cold spots appearing 
during polar night are statistically correlated with the 
presence of CO2 ice clouds [1].  

In the present work, we successfully reproduce the 
MCS observations by employing a radiative transfer 
model including scattering in a layered, cloudy, dusty 
atmosphere.  Surface emissivity, as well as cloud opti-
cal thickness, composition, and altitude are constrained 
by comparison of the MCS data with the model output.  
A CO2 cloud of optical depth ~0.1 – 1.0, near 25 km 
altitude, is most consistent with the available data. 

Theories of Cold Spot Origins:  Cold spots with 
Tb < 148 K are not expected if the CO2 ice cap is in 
equilibrium with the gas phase.  Nonetheless, they are 
observed throughout the polar night in both hemi-
spheres (Fig. 1).  Three primary explanations have 
been explored previously [2]: 

(1) Depletion of atmospheric CO2 [3]  
(2) Non-unit emissivity of surface CO2 [4]  
(3) Carbon dioxide clouds [5, 6].   
Hess [7] demonstrated that (1) is feasible only un-

der special circumstances due to dynamical instability. 
The spectral properties of CO2 frost and clouds are 
similar such that it has been difficult to discriminate 
between (2) and (3) as viable hypotheses. Rapid vari-
ability (time scales of days) observed in some cold 
spots, as well as morphology and distribution, point 
toward atmospheric phenomena [11].  In the present 
investigation, we use radiance measurements of both 
the atmospheric limb and nadir, along with radiative 
transfer modeling, to show that (3) explains most, if 
not all cold spots.  

Observations of Cold Spots:  The Mars Climate 
Sounder [8] onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 
recorded a series of nadir and limb radiance measure-
ments in nine spectral channels, from ~1–40 μm wave-

length. The observations used in this study spanned a 
range of solar longitude, Ls = 111 to 148, correspond-
ing to southern winter. Radiances are converted to 
equivalent brightness temperatures using the radiomet-
ric response function of each filter and the Planck 
function. Observations are binned by latitude and lon-
gitude (1–5° bins) and Ls, then nadir brightness tem-
peratures, Tb

n, are compared to limb profiles, Tb
l. 

Figure 2: Limb Tb(22 μm) during cold spot activity 
(blue) and during decreased activity (red). Inset shows 
cold spot distribution. 

Data Analysis:  We plotted Tb
l for the A5 channel 

(22.2 μm) for areas where Tb
n (within three degrees of 

Ls) dropped below 137 K in the B1 (31.7 μm) channe
Figure 2 compares these limb profiles (blue; shaded 
area indicates 1σ) to measurements at the same loca-
tion, but during the period of maximum temperature 
for that spatial bin (red). During the period when the 
cold spot is present in the nadir data, brightness tem-
peratures rise significantly at ~20–30 km altitude. Thi
is consistent with a cloud, whose brightness tempera-
ture in the nadir may be indicative of the altitude of 
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ly-thick clouds, likely composed 
of C 2 ice particles.  

ical depth ~1, several kilometers above the surface.  
Statistical analysis shows that the 22-μm brightn

temperatures at ~25 km altitude are inversely corre-
lated (R=-0.55, p<10-14) with nadir 32-μm brightness
temperatures (Fig. 2). We show below this is due to 
the presence of optical
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Modeling:   
Method:  We employ the δ-Eddington approxima

tion of the radiative transfer equation (RTE), which 
incorporates a forward peak into the Eddington phase
function, accurately representing asymmetric scatter-
ing by aerosols. Monochromatic fluxes are calculated 
rapidly within each layer of an N-layer atmosphere,
given appropriate boundary conditions and optical 
properties (ϖ
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n): 0.1 (dots), 1.0 (circles), 2.0 
quares), 10.0 (x’s). 

0, Qext, g, τ) of each layer. For each wav
length, we integrate the formal solution to the RTE 
along a desired ray path, and convolve the calculated 
radiances to the MCS spectral response and FOV. This 
yields a MCS brightness temperature spectr

del atmosphere and viewing geometry.  
Results:   Figure 3 shows results for a 100-layer 

atmosphere with a 4 km-thick CO2 cloud (mode parti-
cle radius = 10 μm) at 25 km altitude, for solar optical 
depths τ = 0.1, 1.0, 2.0, and 10.0.  Optical parameters 
were calculated from Mie theory with laboratory op
cal constants from Hansen (1997) [9].  Results are 
consistent with both nadir and limb MCS observation
With a kinetic surface temperature of 148 K, a CO2 
cloud of modest optical thickness results in Tb

n ≈ 130 – 
140 K, with a spectrum consistent with Mariner 9 IRIS
data [2].  Limb profiles reproduce the structure of the 
MCS data, though some work is needed to understand 
discrepancies in (i) the altitude of the cusp, and (ii) th
magnitude of ΔTb

l at each level.  Forget et al. (199
[2] found that including a thin H2O cloud in their 
model improved the fit to te IRIS data; this may also 
be the case for the MCS dat

 is much more limited. 
Discussion:  Our analysis implicates carbon d

ide clouds as a cause of Mars’ polar cold spots.  
Brightness temperatures and spectral features from th
MCS and earlier datasets are consistent with an opti-
cally thick cloud (τ ≈ 0.1 – 1.0) near 25 km altitude, 
which is close to the polar winter tropopause [8].  C
culations of convective available potential energy, 
based on recent MCS data, also lend credence to the 
cloud hypothesis [11].  We interpret the statistical cor-
relation between Tb

n and Tb
l of R < 1 to indicate some 

cold spot activity is not related to clouds –
 in part to surface emissivity effects.  
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Figure 3: Calculated Tb
n and Tb

l for a CO2 cloud at 25 
km (cf. Fig. 2).  Top (Tb

l): Total optical depths are
0.01 (circles), 0.10 (diamonds), 1.0 (x’s), and 2.0 
(squares). Bottom (Tb
(s
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